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We present a novel 3/4 pattern in the area of syntactic and semantic subject-verb agreement in written Icelandic 
sports commentary. We focus empirically on agreement with the names/abbreviations of sports teams which are 
formally singular or have no clear formal number. (1) shows the four logically possible agreement patterns in 
conjunction reduction with a formally singular but semantically plural subject Stjarnan. Strikingly, all patterns are 
found in our corpus except for (1d) (PL+SG), see Table 1. 
 
(1)  a. Stjarnan(SG) er(SG) með boltann og __ sækir(SG) fram. SG+SG 72 (43%) 
 b. Stjarnan(SG) er(SG) með boltann og __ sækja(PL) fram. SG+PL 53 (31%) 
 c. Stjarnan(SG) eru(PL) með boltann og __ sækja(PL) fram. PL+PL 43 (26%) 
 d. *Stjarnan(SG) eru(PL) með boltann og __ sækir(SG) fram. PL+SG 0 (0%) 
  ‘Stjarnan has/have the ball and __ is/are advancing.’ Table 1: Agreement patterns 
 
This pattern sheds light on where and when syntactic and semantic ϕ-features are introduced in the derivation, and 
where the features of the elided subject in conjunction reduction are copied from. We propose that the locus of ϕ-
features is (i) within the DP, and (ii) at the phasal edge, adopting the notion of context linkers. 
 In (1a), the subject of the first verb (SubjConj1) triggers morphosyntactic agreement on the finite verb. The 
silent pro SubjConj2 copies these ϕ-feature values, resulting in the same kind of subject-verb agreement. In (1b), 
SubjConj1 behaves alike, but SubjConj2 gets its values from a context linker. In (1c), Stjarnan triggers a 
semantically plural agreement via a context linker. From this point, if SubjConj2 gets its features from SubjConj1, 
as in (1a), the result is plural. If it gets its features from the context linker, see (1b), the result is still plural. Either 
strategy leads to the form in (1c). However, (1d) cannot be derived: Once semantic agreement features are 
accessed, subsequent agreement operations can only access semantic features. 
 


